
I. SUMMARY INFORMATION

PROJECT 269328

STATUS Submitted

AWARD CATEGORY Regenerated urban and rural spaces

YOU WANT TO SUBMIT NEW EUROPEAN BAUHAUS RISING STARS : concepts or ideas submitted by 
young talents (aged 30 or less)

PROJECT TITLE Giardino Segreto 3

FULL CONCEPT/IDEA TITLE A laboratory for collective memory building

DESCRIPTION
We are carving a collective social and living sculpture. Local people, living 
beings, and temporary agents will build and take care of a garden in 
Gibellina - inland of North-west Sicily. Channelling energies from light and 
water, we will live together this common landscape trying to heal what is 
fragmented and socially distant. The exercise of our collective agency is to 
imprint, assemble, shape and play around a new aesthetic of a shared 
memory. 

 

WHERE IS YOUR 
CONCEPT/IDEA BEING 
DEVELOPED OR INTENDED TO 
BE IMPLEMENTED IN THE EU?

II. CONTACT DETAILS

NAME Name
Federica Marie Carenini

GENDER Gender
Ms

AGE Age
26



COPY OF YOUR NATIONAL 
ID/RESIDENCE CARD

carta identità_0.pdf

FIRST NAME OF 
REPRESENTATIVE

First name of representative
Federica Marie

LAST NAME OF 
REPRESENTATIVE

Last name of representative
Carenini

FUNCTION Function
Member of the non-profit cultural association "Landescape"

ADDRESS Address
Via Alfieri 29

POSTAL CODE Postal code
91011

TOWN Town
Alcamo

>

COUNTRY Country
Italy

DIRECT TEL: (00) Direct Tel: (00)
0039 389 1045 706

E-MAIL E-mail
landescapealcamo@gmail.com

WEBSITE Website
http://Landescape.eu

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS Social media accounts
@landescape2015

@postosegreto.it

@fondazione_orestiadi

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

https://prizes.new-european-bauhaus.eu/sites/default/files/national-residence-card/carta identità_0.pdf
https://prizes.new-european-bauhaus.eu/taxonomy/term/103
http://Landescape.eu
https://www.instagram.com/landescape2015/?hl=it
https://www.instagram.com/postosegreto.it/?hl=it
https://www.instagram.com/fondazione_orestiadi/?hl=it


PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY 
OF YOUR CONCEPT/ IDEA As active member of Landescape, Mediterranean non-profit association 

based in Alcamo, Sicily, I propose a project in Gibellina, a close inland area 
destroyed by the Belice earthquake in 1968. After this event, a new 
Gibellina was re-built on the basis of architectural principles willing to 
answer to the needs of its inhabitants. However, the project lacked a long-
term vision and could not avoid the cultural and environmental 
desertification in the following years. For this reason, we propose Giardino 
Segreto 3, a social laboratory for the regeneration of Gibellina and its 
community. The place of intervention is part of the facility of the Church of 
Jesus and Mary designed by Nanda Vigo. The building includes a recreation 
centre for the elderly, an employment centre and some artworks 
by the sculptor Pietro Consagra. The pandemic has worsened the state of 
neglect of the area. We want to answer back by facilitating the connection 
between the space and its people, generating the missing collective vision 
left after the reconstruction. During the first phase, we aim at restoring the 
areas dedicated to greenery together with our target: the elderly of the 
recreation centre and children from nearby schools. On ca.3150 sqm of 
outdoor area, the regeneration intervention covers the green areas (ca.1000 
sqm). In the second phase, GS3 will host four activities mediated by four 
artists and addressed to the Gibellinese community. The working group 
comes from the partnership between Orestiadi Foundation and Landescape 
association. On one side, the foundation holds the archive of the art works 
produced on site from the post-earthquake reconstruction to date. On the 
other side, Landescape provides the human skills gained experiencing the 
intersection between landscape, contemporary art and communities 
activation. Through this partnership, we aim at completing the social healing 
process started with the reconstruction of Gibellina and challenge the above 
mentioned desertification.

 

PLEASE GIVE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE KEY OBJECTIVES 
OF YOUR CONCEPT/IDEA IN 
TERMS OF SUSTAINABILITY 
AND HOW THESE WOULD BE 
MET

The non-profit association Landescape is committed to the activation of a 
sustainable system in terms of both circular economy and the use of 
resources. Instead of promoting greenwashing practices for companies
, we implement the sustainable protocol concerning the collective agency
required by the specific project. Our mission is to shift from the production 
of carbon dioxide as ultimate waste to the production of oxygen as final 
waste. To attain this objective, the material resources we will use to create 
GS3 are plants and natural construction materials. We have already 
mobilized our sponsors: Sicilgesso S.P.A. and Gammara S.a.s for sourcing 
original constructive materials, while Green Code Farm - into regenerative 
agriculture - for the plants. In addition, we believe that the usage of human 
resources has to be sustainable. The DIY ("Do it yourself) approach, guided 
by artists, allows to cut down production costs. Unfortunately, this method 
helps the ecosystem only in the short term. To make it sustainable in the 
long term, we had to implement a strategy to involve all the stakeholders. 
Indeed, the local community, the elders of the centre, the school kids and 
the parish will take care of the garden. We can assign them the title of 
Guardians: they will take custody of watering plants and dreaming activities. 
The municipality has to cover costs of light and water, while the Orestiadi 
Foundation will give the institutional assurance needed to make GS3 a 
social sculpture of their cultural offer. The activity in the garden has to be 
projected according to the dictates of permaculture. Through which it is 
possible to produce food and regenerate the soil at the same time. This 
approach will also work for the social relations that will take place inside 
GS3. In the garden, we cultivate different ways of thinking, communicating, 
playing, imagining, doing what we like most. 



PLEASE GIVE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE KEY OBJECTIVES 
OF YOUR CONCEPT/IDEA IN 
TERMS OF AESTHETICS AND 
QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE 
BEYOND FUNCTIONALITY AND 
HOW THESE WOULD BE MET

Gibellina Nuova is perceived in our collective imagination as a utopia and as 
a Cathedral in the desert. The narration of its environmental, natural, 
economic, cultural factors is the tool through which overcoming the 
fragmentation between meaning and signifier, between history and the 
forms it has taken. Our idea of design deals with the uncertain 
consequences of previous actions. Based on this, we aim at recreating a 
memory aesthetic. Memory undermines the perception of contemporary 
processes by influencing the outputs we aim for. In a context like Gibellina, 
memory is a crucial point in determining the social and cultural processes to 
which the project tends. The designing of GS3 started from the analysis of 
the context: its landescape and ecosystem nearby. The issue that has 
emerged as primary is the social, cultural and environmental desertification 
of the area. GS3 is considered an oasis in the desert. To aesthetically fit the 
garden, we started to plan starting from two simple parameters; light and 
water. Both of these elements are significant in the death and life cycle of 
human and non-human species inhabiting the area. The garden design was 
developed taking into account the needs of the community that populates 
these places, the activities it will host and the history of Gibellina Nuova. We 
chose the concept of the Secret Garden One and Two created by the 
architect Francesco Venezia. The importance of fluid forms, as well as the 
provision of different steps, is linked to the need to adapt to existing flower 
beds, as well as to facilitate access to these artefacts to establish 
relationships of care between the community and the plants that we will 
mansion. The action concerns two areas respecting the existing 
architecture. Inside the first one, there is a water point, helpful for both plant 
care and for laboratory activities, and two large multilayer flower beds to 
host both fruit-bearing and medicinal plants. 

PLEASE GIVE INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE KEY OBJECTIVES 
OF YOUR CONCEPT/IDEA IN 
TERMS OF INCLUSION AND 
HOW THESE WOULD BE BEEN 
MET

Gibellina Nuova is an unexpected consequence as a result of different 
events that have affected the social and cultural background. From the 
earthquake before to the reconstruction afterwards, thanks to the Ludovico 
Corrao vision, the emigration of young people is only one of the unexpected 
effects. Over the past 20 years, Gibellina has consistently had a negative 
balance between births and deaths. From 2000 up to now, the Gibellinese 
population has decreased by 16%. Data on population and housing density 
place it at the bottom of the ranking of Italian municipalities. GS3 is the 
inclusive context in which we can socially heal this fracture. From the 
regeneration process to the activities mediated by the four artists, both the 
elderly and children will have a central role. Inclusion is the key point to 
embrace both sides of the coin: the firsts as a repository of knowledge, the 
seconds as intuition that creates. The activities projected are screen 
printing, role-playing games, weaving of fabrics and the production 
of ceramics. These projects have the dual purpose of reconnecting the 
community with traditional knowledge and creating works that speak art 
languages. They help to create an inclusive connection between the 
community since the activities are organized in groups. Moreover, they are 
processual activities for which mnemonic dispositive and knowledge 
exchange are crucial for a greater result. The shapes of these products will 
not be lowered from above by the chosen artists. The creative process 
will be performed collectively. We imagine forms of restitution that 
document and symbolize these processes (e.g: the installation in the garden 
of ceramics and fabrics, production of a notebook that collects documents 
created during the screen printing workshop and audiovisual documentation 
of the role play in the form of a fantastic utopian narration). These 
documents will be the first layer of a future archive collecting traces of 
processes that will happen in GS3.



PLEASE EXPLAIN THE 
INNOVATIVE CHARACTER OF 
YOUR CONCEPT/ IDEA

Giardino Segreto 3 is part of a format that brings together rural 
regeneration, participatory decision-making processes and development 
opportunities related to education and contemporary art. This project 
applies the "Posto Segreto'' (Secret Place) model developed and 
implemented in recent years by the association Landescape in Alcamo. We 
believe that each community can create its own "Posto Segreto''. This can 
be reached with specific characteristics of the community and the territory, 
as well as the production processes that coexist there. The model is based 
on:

the regeneration of space and the equipment of it to host a creative 
community of locals and non-locals, which dialogues with natural, 
anthropic and urban environmental factors;
a decision-making process, distributed, collaborative and 
decentralized.
a storytelling capable of making the place attractive on the basis of 
contemporary production processes, particularly art, tourism, 
agriculture, education.
the aggregation of the demand and suppliers relating to the 
interstices between art/tourism, art/agriculture and art/education, 
proposing a product/experience that responds to the need of 
community-building, escaping the metropolis and learning new 
knowledge/visions.

To the urgency posed by climate emergency, GS3 is a change driver
. The contemporary processes active in Gibellina are stale. In our opinion, 
making a change is to act directly on the causes: as part of a broader 
strategy aimed at impacting changes in progress relating to the ecological 
and digital transition, the role of Italy in the Mediterranean, as well as that of 
some key sectors of the regional economy such as tourism, culture and 
agriculture.



PLEASE DETAIL THE PLANS 
YOU HAVE FOR THE FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT, PROMOTION 
AND/OR IMPLEMENTATION OF 
YOUR CONCEPT/IDEA, WITH A 
PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO 
THE INITIATIVES TO BE TAKEN 
BEFORE MAY 2022

GS3 is part of a universal strategy of Landescape Association in the 
Mediterranean region. In this sense, we are already trying to shift some 
activities from Alcamo to Gibellina. We started to raise awareness on the 
project with the representatives of the local community such as the priest, 
the mayor, the deputy to social regeneration and the Orestiadi Foundation 
board. The municipality is working for an announcement of selection to give 
us, as a non-profit association, the custody of a space adjacent to the 
garden. Meanwhile,  we started a dialogue with the parish to help us with 
accommodations and to use their locations to set up a residency program.

From mid-August, we will inaugurate a series of residency: two of them are 
already programmed. The first will start on the 16th of August, and it will 
last a month to contact the local community and the stakeholders. The 
second residency, programmed for the month of October,  will be beneficial 
to start to dig out stories from collective memory in the post-earthquake 
time. 

With the Orestiadi Foundation board, we are working on a series of talks that 
will be held in Palermo from Autumn 2021 to give the project more large-
scale visibility and more opportunity to find stakeholders, contributors, 
donors and sponsors. 

Finally, we develop lobbying activities for other regional and southern Italian 
cultural institutions to corroborate the project vocation to allow a strategy 
scale-up in the next future. The institutions are as follows: Farm Cultural 
Park, ExFadda, La Rivoluzione delle Seppie, Officine Culturali, Fiumara 
d’Arte, Scuola Open Source, Museo Mare Memoria Viva.

 

V. UPLOAD PICTURES

IMAGE  
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IV. VALIDATION

BY TICKING THIS BOX, YOU 
DECLARE THAT ALL THE 
INFORMATION PROVIDED IN 
THIS FORM IS FACTUALLY 
CORRECT, THAT THE 
PROPOSED CONCEPT/IDEA 
HAS NOT BEEN PROPOSED 
FOR THE NEW EUROPEAN 
BAUHAUS RISING STARS 
AWARDS MORE THAN ONCE IN 
THE SAME CATEGORY.

Yes


